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Abstract
We calculate the two loop hard correction to the photon self-energy in an
electron-positron plasma (EPP) for arbitrary soft momenta. This provides the
only missing ingredient to obtain the Hard Thermal Loop (HTL) effective La-
grangian at next-to-leading order (NLO), and the full photon propagator at the
same order. This result can be easily extended to obtain the soft photon prop-
agator in a quark gluon plasma. We use the Keldysh representation of the real
time formalism in the massless fermion limit, and dimensional regularization
(DR) to regulate any ultraviolet (UV), infrared (IR) or collinear divergences
that appear in the intermediate steps of the calculation. In the limit of soft
photon momenta, our result is finite. It not only provides an O(α) correction
to the Debye mass, but also a new non-local structure. A consistent regulariza-
tion of radial and angular integrals is crucial to get this new structure. As an
application we calculate the plasmon dispersion relations at NLO.
1. Introduction
Originally developed in order to understand the physics of relativistic plas-
mas, Thermal Field Theory is now a mature field [1, 2, 3]. At weak coupling,
for instance in QED or in QCD at high temperature (T  ΛQCD), a number
of different scales related to different physical situations arise [4], such as the
screening mass (∼ eT in QED and ∼ gT in QCD), also called the soft scale,
and the magnetic mass (∼ g2T in QCD and missing in QED), also known as
the ultrasoft scale. If the coupling constant is small enough these scales are
well separated, and effective field theory (EFT) techniques are useful in order
to disentangle the physics at each scale.
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In the case of static properties (thermodynamic quantities), for QCD, the
suitable EFT at the soft scale is called Electric QCD (EQCD) [5, 6, 7], and
the EFT at the ultrasoft scale is Magnetic QCD (MQCD) [8]. The latter has
the peculiarity that perturbation theory in the coupling constant breaks down.
For QED, at the soft scale we have an analogous EFT called EQED, but at
the ultrasoft scale MQED corresponds to a free theory. These are local effective
theories and the number of terms in the Lagrangian at a given order is finite and
can be constructed systematically, making it possible to carry out calculations
at very high order [9].
For dynamical quantities (real time phenomena), there is also an EFT suit-
able at the soft scale, the celebrated HTL effective Lagrangian [10]. However,
this effective Lagrangian is non-local and it is not clear how to construct higher
order terms in the 1/T and weak coupling expansions, unless they are explicitly
calculated. This was one of the motivations to apply the On-Shell Effective Field
Theory (OSEFT) [11] to this problem in ref. [12], where the leading power cor-
rections to the photon self-energy were calculated. The complete leading power
corrections for massless QED, namely including the fermion sector, were worked
out in ref. [13], in which the explicit form of the power suppressed terms in the
Lagrangian was also given. However, this is not the full story: if the soft ex-
ternal momentum is of order eT , there can be weak coupling corrections at two
loops which give rise to contributions of the same order as the leading power
corrections [14, 15]. In this paper we calculate these contributions for the pho-
ton sector. The complete correction to the HTL Lagrangian up to NLO for this
sector in d space dimensions reads
LNLOHTL =
e2ν3−d
2
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
{
Nf (p)
2p3
Fρα
vαvβ
(v · ∂)4 ∂
4F ρβ
+e2(d− 1)Λ2(d)
(
Nf (p)
p3
Fρα
[
vαvβ
(v · ∂)2
(
1
2
+
∂0
v · ∂
)
− n
αvβ + vαnβ
2(v · ∂)2
]
F ρβ
− 1
2p2
dNf (p)
dp
Fρα
vαvβ
(v · ∂)2F
ρ
β
)}
, (1)
where nµ = (1,0), vµ = (1,v), v = p/p, p = |p| and Fµν is the electromagnetic
stress tensor. The parameter ν is the scale that is conventionally introduced
in DR so that e = e(ν) remains dimensionless. The quantities Nf (p) and Λ(d)
depend on the distribution functions and are defined later on (see (5) and (28)).
The first term in Eq. (1) is of orderO(e2Q2) where Q is the external momentum,
and was obtained in [12, 13]. The second term is of order O(e4T 2) and is
obtained for the first time in this work. For external momentum Q ∼ eT both
terms have the same size. For d → 3 the second term is finite and the UV
divergence of the first term can be removed by the usual QED counterterm [13].
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2. Preliminaries
In the following we will work in the Keldysh representation of the real time
formalism [16, 17, 18]. For massless fermions and photons in the Feynman
gauge, lines are defined as
iSj(P ) = i /P∆j(P ) , −iDµνj (L) = −igµν∆˜j(L) (2)
where j = r, a, p, d, s labels retarded, advanced, principal value, difference and
symmetric propagators, respectively. For both bosonic and fermionic fields,
the symmetric propagator is obtained from the difference of the retarded and
advanced propagators by multiplying by the appropriate distribution functions.
Our definitions are
∆r/a(P ) = ∆˜r/a(P ) =
1
P 2 ± ip0η ,
∆p(P ) = ∆˜p(P ) =
1
2
[
∆r(P ) + ∆a(P )
]
,
∆d(P ) = ∆˜d(P ) = ∆r(P )−∆a(P ) = −2pii p
0
|p0|δ(P
2) ,
∆s(P ) = Nf (P )∆d(P ) , ∆˜s(P ) = Nb(P )∆d(P ) , (3)
with η → 0+, P = (p0,p) and
Nf (P ) = 1− 2nf (P ) , Nb(P ) = 1 + 2nb(P ) , (4)
nf (P ) =
1
ep0/T + 1
, nb(P ) =
1
ep0/T − 1 , (5)
where T is the temperature. The distribution functions fulfill
Nb(P ) = −Nb(−P ) , Nf (P ) = −Nf (−P ) , (6)
and satisfy the KMS condition
Nf (P1)Nf (P2) +Nf (P2)Nb(P3) +Nb(P3)Nf (P1) + 1 = 0 , (7)
which holds for arbitrary momenta P1 + P2 + P3 = 0.
We will calculate the retarded self-energy, from which one can reconstruct
the remaining Keldysh components of the self-energy, and all components of
the dressed propagator. We use Πµν(Q) to denote the retarded self-energy
where Q = (q0,q), q = |q|. We will define the self-energy as −i times the
appropriate Feynman diagram, so that the Dyson equation gives the inverse
resummed propagator as D−1µν (Q)−Πµν(Q), and the Debye mass is obtained as
m2D = limq→0 Π
00(q0 = 0,q).
Our method is general and we expect it to be applicable to the study of
systems that are not necessarily in thermal equilibrium. For simplicity we focus
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on an isotropic medium in the absence of parity-violating effects. In this case,
we can decompose the photon self-energy Πµν(Q) as
Πµν(Q) = ΠT (n ·Q,Q2) P¯µν − Q
2
q2
ΠL(n ·Q,Q2)Pµν , (8)
where we have introduced
Pµν =
n¯µn¯ν
n¯2
, P¯µν = gµν − Q
µQν
Q2
− Pµν , (9)
with
n¯µ = nµ −Qµ (n ·Q)
Q2
. (10)
Note that QµP¯
µν = QµP
µν = 0, guaranteeing that the photon self-energy is
transverse. The functions ΠT and ΠL are defined as
1
ΠL = Π
00 , ΠT =
1
d− 1
(
Πµµ +
Q2
q2
Π00
)
, (11)
when working in D = 1+d dimensions. These expressions allow us to determine
the full photon self-energy by just calculating Π00 and Πµµ. Using the Dyson
equation (defined below Eq.(7)) and equations (2, 3) the dressed propagator has
the form
D∗µν(Q) =
P¯µν
Q2 −ΠT +
q2
Q2
Pµν
q2 + ΠL
+
QµQν
Q4
. (12)
3. Calculation
At two loops, only two types of diagrams contribute to the photon self-
energy, as shown in Fig. 1. We call the diagrams on the left and right sides of
the figure, respectively, the “vertex” and “self” diagrams. There is an additional
diagram of the self type with the photon line starting and ending on the lower
line of the loop. The contribution from this diagram is identical to the one from
the self graph that is shown, and we will take it into account by including a
factor of two.
1Note that our conventions differ from those used in [12] and [13]: more specifically, our
definitions for Πµν and for ΠT both differ by a minus sign with the ones used there. We
also take this opportunity to point out some misprints in these works: the definition of the
Debye mass after formula (45) in [12] should read mD = e
2T 2/3 and Eq. (45) should have
the opposite sign. There are also related misprints in [13]: in Eq.(10) m2D/2 should read m
2
D,
while Eq. (11) should have an overall plus sign.
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Figure 1: Diagrams contributing to the photon self-energy at two loops. Left: “vertex”
diagram; right: “self-energy” (or simply “self”) diagram.
3.1. Vertex diagram
The vertex diagram in terms of retarded, advanced and symmetric prop-
agators reads (using a compact notation omitting plus signs: LP = L + P ,
PQ = P +Q, LPQ = L+ P +Q)
Πµν(vertex)(Q) =
e4
4
∫
d4P
(2pi)4
∫
d4L
(2pi)4
FµνV (L,P,Q)
{
(13)
∆a(P )∆r(L)∆a(LP )∆s(PQ)∆s(LPQ) + ∆a(P )∆r(L)∆s(LP )∆s(PQ)∆r(LPQ)
+∆a(P )∆f (L)∆a(LP )∆r(PQ)∆s(LPQ) + ∆s(P )∆a(L)∆a(LP )∆r(PQ)∆s(LPQ)
+∆a(P )∆f (L)∆s(LP )∆r(PQ)∆r(LPQ) + ∆s(P )∆a(L)∆s(LP )∆r(PQ)∆r(LPQ)
+∆a(P )∆f (L)∆a(LP )∆s(PQ)∆a(LPQ) + ∆a(P )∆r(L)∆a(LP )∆r(PQ)∆a(LPQ)
+∆s(P )∆a(L)∆r(LP )∆r(PQ)∆r(LPQ) + ∆s(P )∆s(L)∆r(LP )∆r(PQ)∆r(LPQ)
}
,
where we have dropped terms that depend on propagators that are all advanced,
or all retarded, with respect to the variable L, as they vanish after contour
integration. The Dirac structure of the fermion propagators and vertices can be
factored out in the trace
FµνV = Tr
[
γµ /P γλ (/P + /L) γ
ν (/P + /L+ /Q) γλ (/P + /Q)
]
. (14)
The result of performing the trace may be found in ref. [19]. The diagonal
elements of this trace (µ = ν), which are the only ones needed for our calculation,
are invariant under the following changes of variables
(a) P → −P − L−Q , (15)
(b) P → −P −Q , L→ −L . (16)
These changes of variables, together with the KMS relation, allow to reduce
(13) to the following three terms (here and in the following the notation Πµµ
denotes equal indices and summation is implied only if the two indices appear
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one up and one down)
Πµµ(vertex)(Q) =
e4
2
∫
d4P
(2pi)4
∫
d4L
(2pi)4
FµµV (L,P,Q)Nf (P ){
Nf (Q+ P + L)∆a(L)∆d(P )∆r(P +Q)∆a(L+ P )∆d(Q+ P + L)
+ 2Nb(L)
[
∆d(P )∆d(L)∆r(P +Q)∆p(P + L)∆r(Q+ P + L)
+ ∆p(L)∆d(P )∆r(P +Q)∆d(P + L)∆r(Q+ P + L)
]}
, (17)
where we have dropped terms which do not depend on the distribution functions
and therefore do not contain the medium effects we are interested in. Finally,
we use KMS (7) together with some additional variable changes (which need not
leave the trace invariant) to bring our expression into a form where all terms
contain the factor ∆d(P )∆d(L), which will be most convenient when performing
the integrations. In particular, we will employ
(c) L→ −P − L−Q , (18)
(d) L→ L− P . (19)
We arrive at
Πµµ(vertex)(Q) =
e4
2
∫
d4P
(2pi)4
∫
d4L
(2pi)4
Nf (P )∆d(P )∆d(L)[
Nf (L)∆r(P +Q)∆r(L+Q)∆r(P +Q+ L)F
µµ
V(c)
+2Nb(L)∆r(P +Q)∆p(L+ P )∆r(P +Q+ L)F
µµ
V
+Nf (L)∆p(L− P )∆r(P +Q)∆r(L+Q)FµµV(d)
]
, (20)
where we labeled by F(i) the result of the trace after a given variable change, so
in our notation FµµV (a) = F
µµ
V (b) = F
µµ
V .
3.2. Self-energy diagram
The expression for the second diagram of Fig. 1 in terms of retarded, ad-
vanced and symmetric propagators reads, after dropping again medium-independent
terms, (again in compact notation)
Πµνself(Q) =
e4
4
∫
d4P
(2pi)4
∫
d4L
(2pi)4
Fµνself(L,P,Q)
{
∆s(L)∆s(P )∆r(PQ)∆r(PQ)∆r(LPQ) + ∆s(L)∆a(P )∆s(PQ)∆r(PQ)∆r(LPQ)
+∆s(L)∆a(P )∆s(PQ)∆a(PQ)∆a(LPQ) + ∆s(L)∆a(P )∆r(PQ)∆a(PQ)∆s(LPQ)
+∆a(L)∆s(P )∆r(PQ)∆r(PQ)∆s(LPQ) + ∆a(L)∆a(P )∆s(PQ)∆r(PQ)∆s(LPQ)
+∆r(L)∆a(P )∆s(PQ)∆a(PQ)∆s(LPQ)
}
. (21)
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The Dirac trace in this case is given by
FµνS = Tr
[
γµ /P γν(/P + /Q)γλ (/Q+ /P + /L) γ
λ (/P + /Q)
]
, (22)
and result of performing the trace may again be found in ref. [19]. The expres-
sion in Eq. (21) appears to contain pinch singularities, but they can be shown
to vanish using the KMS relation (7). We are then left with the following terms,
Πµνself(Q) =
e4
4
∫
d4P
(2pi)4
∫
d4L
(2pi)4
Fµνself(L,P,Q)
{
∆s(P )∆r(PQ)
2 (∆a(L)∆s(LPQ) + ∆s(L)∆r(LPQ))
+∆a(P )∆s(L)Nf (PQ)
[
∆r(PQ)
2∆r(LPQ)−∆a(PQ)2∆a(LPQ)
]
+∆a(P )Nf (PQ)∆s(LPQ)
[
∆a(L)∆r(PQ)
2 −∆r(L)∆a(PQ)2
] }
.
(23)
As for the vertex diagram, we now make changes of variables to bring our expres-
sion to a simpler form in which the occupation numbers depend on individual
internal loop momenta. In this case however none of the variable changes will
leave the trace invariant so that all combinations need to be computed sepa-
rately. A recurring combination given by the difference of the squares of two
propagators can be conveniently rewritten as follows:
∆2r(P )−∆2a(P ) =
d
dM2
[
∆r(P,M)−∆a(P,M)
]∣∣∣∣
M2=0
=
d
dM2
∆d(P,M)
∣∣∣∣
M2=0
,
(24)
where we have introduced ∆j(P,M) ≡ ∆j(P )|p2→p2+M2 .
After these simplifications only five terms survive and we arrive at
Πµν(self)(Q) =
e4
4
∫
d4P
(2pi)4
∫
d4L
(2pi)4
Nf (P )∆d(L){
∆a(P +Q)
2∆d(P )∆a(Q+ P + L)
[
Nb(L)F
µν
S +Nf (L)F
µν
S(c)
]
+∆r(P + L)
d
dM2
∆d(P,M)∆r(P +Q)
[
Nb(L)F
µν
S(b) +Nf (L)F
µν
S(e)
]
+∆a(P + L)
2∆d(P )∆a(Q+ P + L)Nb(L)F
µν
S(a)
}
, (25)
where we introduced a fifth variable change (e) : L→ L+P , P → −P −Q, and
the M2 derivative will be taken after we have performed the p0 integral using
the delta function in the factor ∆d(P,M).
3.3. Πµµ(Q)
The full result for Πµµ(Q) is obtained by combining Π
µ
µ(vertex) + 2Π
µ
µ(self).
By inspecting the momentum structure of our expressions, we observe that for
arbitrary L there are collinear divergences when L is parallel to P , hence the
expressions obtained so far are formal and must be regulated. A convenient way
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to do this is to use dimensional regularization (DR). We specify in Appendix
A how to implement DR for collinear divergences. In certain kinematical limits
the collinear divergences cancel exactly. This is the case in the soft L limit,
as considered in ref. [19], and also in the case we are interested in, namely
the soft Q limit. In order to be consistent within our DR prescription we also
check for possible additional contributions from performing the Dirac traces in
D = d + 1 = 4 + 2 dimensions. The evaluation of FV and FS thus leads to
additional pieces coming from the relation γµγµ = g
µ
µ = D. In the following we
will focus on the small  limit, even though we will later provide our final result
for arbitrary D.
Expanding for small Q, regularizing with DR and exploiting the symmetry
of the integrand when possible to interchange L with P , we obtain 2
Πµµ(Q) = −2e4ν6−2d
∫
dl0
∫
dp0
∫
ddl
(2pi)d
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
δ(L2)δ(P 2) [Nb(L)−Nf (L)]{
Nf (P )(1 + )
[
3
2
Q2
(L ·Q)(P ·Q) −
2
(P ·Q) +
Q2
(P ·Q)2 −
2
(P · L)
]
− 1
p
(1 + 2)
[
dNf (P )
dp0
− Nf (P )
p0
]
+O(2)
}
. (26)
After doing the p0 and l0 integrals by employing the delta functions, several of
these pieces (including those containing a collinear divergency ∼ 1/(P · L) for
any ±iη prescription) vanish due to the symmetry of the integrand. In principle
O(2) pieces from the trace might also contribute if both a radial and a collinear
divergence are present. We however checked separately that these pieces are also
collinear-safe, so that they do not contribute, and they have thus been omitted
in our expression. Note that (26) holds for any distribution functions that fulfill
the conditions (7).
Exploiting the parity invariance of the distribution functions, we can now
introduce the four-velocities associated with the on-shell positive and negative-
energy massless degrees of freedom involved in our calculation and write Lµ =
±lvµl , Pµ = ±pvµ, with vµl = (1,vl) and vµ = (1,v) (see e.g. [13] for details).
The angular part of the integral over l is trivial and the radial integral over
|l| = l depends exclusively on the combination Nf (l)−Nb(l), and gives a finite
result. The remaining integral over p requires however a bit more attention.
Focusing again on the → 0 limit, the relevant contributions are
2In the denominators below, we have dropped the ±iη prescriptions. This can safely be
done if we assume q0 > q, or equivalently Q2 > 0. The arbitrary case can be recovered by
replacing q0 → q0 + iη.
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Πµµ(Q) = −2e4ν3−dΛ2(3)
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
{
1
p2
dNf (p)
dp
+
Nf (p)
p3
[( Q2
(v ·Q)2 − 1
)
+ 
(
Q2
(v ·Q)2 − 2
)]}
, (27)
where we have introduced the quantity
Λ2(d) = ν
3−d
∫
ddl
(2pi)d
(
Nb(l)−Nf (l)
l
)
. (28)
For thermal distributions, Λ2(3) = T
2/4. The radial p integral in the second
line of (27) is formally divergent when d → 3, whereas in the same limit the
angular integral of the first term in the square bracket vanishes. Thus we see
that some additional care is required when considering this contribution. After
a proper treatment of these two integrals in DR (see e.g. [13] for a collection of
the relevant formulas), we find that the radial integral is O(1/), whereas the
angular integral over the first term in the square bracket is O(), so that the
final result for their product is finite. The angular integral over the second term
in the square brackets is finite and hence, due to the explicit factor of  in front
of the round bracket (which was produced by the D = 4+2 dimensional trace),
this second term also gives a finite result. Including the finite contribution from
the first line of (27), we arrive at
Πµµ(Q) = −
e4T 2
8pi2
[
1 +
q0
q
log
(
q0 + q + iη
q0 − q + iη
)]
, (29)
where we have restored the +iη prescription for retarded quantities. We would
like to stress here that the use of a consistent regularization scheme is crucial
in order to obtain this result: in particular, if one works in D = 4 and regulates
the radial integral with a naive cut-off, one misses the contribution of the second
line of (27), and hence the second term in (29).
3.4. Π00(Q)
The full result for Π00(Q) is obtained by adding Π00(vertex) + 2Π
00
(self). In this
case expressions are lengthier, but upon carrying out the small Q expansion at
leading order and performing the l0 and p0 integrations, we again find that all
collinear divergences cancel and arrive at 2
Π00(Q) = e4ν3−dΛ2(d)
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
{
Nf (p)
p3
[
1 +
2q0Q2
(v ·Q)3 −
Q2
(v ·Q)2 − 2
q20
(v ·Q)2
]
− 1
p2
dNf (p)
dp
[
1 +
Q2
(v ·Q)2 − 2
q0
(v ·Q)
]}
+O() . (30)
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As in section 3.3, for d = 3 we find a diverging radial integral multiplied by a
vanishing angular one. Using DR we find again that the divergent part of the
radial integral (∼ 1/) and the vanishing angular one (∼ ) combine into a finite
expression, and we arrive at
Π00(Q) = −e
4T 2
8pi2
[
1− q
2
0
Q2
]
. (31)
As in the case of the Πµµ component, we have checked for additional possible
contributions stemming from performing the trace in D dimensions. In this case
only O() pieces are present, and - unlike the previous case - we find them to be
exactly proportional to the result for D = 4, which we showed above to be finite.
We can thus safely take the → 0 limit and see that they do not contribute.
As a cross-check of our result, we can compute the limit
lim
q→0
Π00(q0 = 0,q) = −e
4T 2
8pi2
, (32)
which is consistent with results in the literature and can be associated with
a NLO correction to the Debye mass [2]. Once again, if one works in D = 4
and naively regulates the radial integrals with a hard cut-off, one misses the
contribution from the first line of (30), leading to an incorrect result in (31)
(specifically, Π00(Q) would be proportional to the HTL result).
4. Results and outlook
In this work, we computed the two-loop hard contribution to the photon
self-energy in a medium at leading order for small momentum using the real-
time formalism. This provides the missing ingredient to build the full NLO
contribution to the HTL effective action. The contribution is found to be finite
for d = 3 as a result of a non-trivial series of cancellations of divergences which
we treated consistently using dimensional regularization.
From the computed results for Π00 and Πµµ we can reconstruct the photon
self-energy associated with this contribution using Eqs. (8) and (11). However,
in order to find the effective Lagrangian from which these contributions are
derived, it is convenient to reconstruct Πµν before the last angular integral is
performed. It is straightforward to check that (29) and (31) can be obtained
from,
Πµν(Q) = −e
4T 2
8pi2
∫
dΩv
4pi
(1
2
+
q0
v ·Q
)
Aµν , (33)
where
Aµν = vµvν
Q2
(v ·Q)2 −
vµQν + vνQµ
v ·Q + g
µν (34)
is the same structure that appears in the HTL self-energy. Hence, the corre-
sponding effective Lagrangian reads
L = −e
4T 2
16pi2
∫
dΩv
4pi
Fρµ
vµvν
(v · ∂)2
(
1
2
+
∂0
v · ∂
)
F ρν . (35)
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For completeness, we also give the result in arbitrary dimension D = d+ 1,
not necessarily close to the D = 4 case. For this we need an extra structure,
Bµν =
nµQν + nνQµ
v ·Q +
vµQν + vνQµ
v ·Q
q0
v ·Q − (n
µvν + nνvµ)
Q2
(v ·Q)2 − g
µν 2q
0
v ·Q .
(36)
We can then write,
Πµν(Q) = e4ν3−dΛ2(d)
(d− 1
2
)∫ ddp
(2pi)d
{
Nf (p)
p3
[(
1 +
2q0
v ·Q
)
Aµν
+Bµν
]
− 1
p2
dNf
dp
Aµν
}
, (37)
which trivially fulfills the Ward identity QµΠ
µν(Q) = 0, since both Aµν and
Bµν are transverse. This self-energy agrees with the result in (27) when → 0
(as explained in the paragraph under equation (28)) and can be obtained from
the second term in (1), which verifies the claim that (1) is indeed the NLO
Lagrangian of the HTL effective theory.
The Lagrangian (1) describes the dynamics of soft photons in a medium
at NLO for arbitrary kinematics. With minor modifications, it also describes
the NLO dynamics of soft photons in a QCD medium: in the first term e2 →∑
q=u,d,sQ
2
qe
2 and in the second term e4 → ∑q=u,d,sQ2qe2CFNcg2, where Qq
is the charge of the quark q, g is the QCD coupling constant, Nc = 3 is the
number of colors, and CF = (N
2
c − 1)/2Nc.
We emphasize that the two-loop self-energies calculated in this paper, to-
gether with the power corrections to the one-loop self-energies calculated in [13],
provide the full NLO soft photon propagator for both an EPP and a QGP. This
result follows from the fact that: a) for the two-loop diagrams, a soft internal
photon is suppressed by a factor of e (or g), and a soft internal fermion is even
more suppressed; and b) the contribution of soft fermions to the one-loop soft
photon self-energy is also suppressed (O(e5T 2) in an EPP and O(e2g3T 2) in a
QGP) [15]. Our result can therefore be applied to any e.m. process involving
soft photons for which the precision needed includes O(e2, Q2/T 2) corrections.
As an example, we calculate the dispersion relation at NLO in Appendix B.
Appendix A. DR for collinear divergences
Collinear divergences correspond to integrals of the form
In =
∫ pi
0
dθ
sin θ
(1− cos θ)n , n ≥ 1 . (A.1)
In DR this integral becomes
In → Idn =
∫ pi
0
dθ
sind−2 θ
(1− cos θ)n =
2d−2−nΓ
(
d−1−2n
2
)
Γ
(
d−1
2
)
Γ (d− 1− n) . (A.2)
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For d large enough, the integral exists and coincides with the expression on the
rhs. Otherwise, the integral is defined by the rhs expression. Note that for
n > 1 the limit d→ 3 is finite, whereas a single pole arises for n = 1.
Further formulas for radial and angular integrals in d dimensions may be
found in Appendix A of ref. [13].
Appendix B. Plasma oscillations
In this Appendix we present NLO results for the plasma frequencies of pho-
tonic collective modes. We solve the dispersion equations obtained from the
poles of Eq. (12):
Q2 −ΠT (q0, q) = 0 , q2 + ΠL(q0, q) = 0 . (B.1)
Both ΠL and ΠT contain three different contributions: the LO HTL result, the
power corrections to the 1-loop HTL result (calculated in ref. [12]), and the
2-loop result calculated in this paper. For convenience we gather these results
in Eq. B.2.
ΠhtlL =
e2T 2
3
(
1− q0
2q
log
(
q + q0
q0 − q
))
Πpow·corrL = −
e2
4pi2
(
q2 − q
2
0
3
)(
1− q0
2q
log
(
q + q0
q0 − q
))
Π2loopL =
e4T 2q2
8pi2Q2
ΠhtlT =
e2T 2
3
q0
4q3
(
2qq0 −Q2 log
(
q + q0
q0 − q
))
Πpow·corrT =
e2
4pi2
(
q20
2
+
q40
6q2
− 2q
2
3
− q
3
0
12q3
(
2q2 + q20 −
3q4
q20
)
log
(
q + q0
q0 − q
))
Π2loopT = −
e4q0T
2
16pi2q
log
(
q + q0
q0 − q
)
. (B.2)
For simplicity, we have taken Πpow·corrI , I = L, T , at the scale ν = Te
−γE/2−1√pi/2
in the MS scheme. This fixes the scale of e2 = e2(ν) in ΠhtlI . The screening
mass, defined as m2S = ΠL(0, q)
∣∣
q2=−m2S
, calculated from these results reads
m2S = T
2
(
e2
3
− e
4
24pi2
)
(B.3)
and agrees with the results of Ref. [20] at NLO.3
We substitute the expressions in (B.2) into the dispersion equations (B.1),
ΠI = Π
htl
I + Π
pow·corr
I + Π
2loop
I , I = L, T , scale all dimensional quantities by
3The agreement is also mantained if the scale ν is left arbitrary.
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ωp = eT/3, and solve the resulting equations numerically for q
0 = ωnlo. To
obtain an estimate of the range over which the solutions are valid, we have also
solved the equations within a consistent perturbative expansion. To do this we
write the dispersion equations in the form
q2 = −[ΠhtlL (ωhtl + δ, q) + Πpow·corrL (ωhtl, q) + Π2loopL (ωhtl, q)] ,
(ωhtl + δ)
2 − q2 = [ΠhtlT (ωhtl + δ, q) + Πpow·corrT (ωhtl, q) + Π2loopT (ωhtl, q)] .
(B.4)
In each dispersion equation, ωhtl is the well known HTL solution which is ob-
tained when the power correction and 2 loop correction terms are dropped.
We use the definition δ = ωnlo − ωhtl to represent the difference between the
next-to-leading order solution and the leading order HTL solution. We obtain
perturbatively consistent solutions by expanding the equations in (B.4) to linear
order in δ. In Fig. B.2 we show the next-to-leading order plasma frequencies
relative to the leading order HTL results, using both the full expressions for
the dispersion equations and the consistently expanded versions, and for two
different values of α = e2/(4pi). We note that the plasma frequencies of longi-
tudinal and transverse modes at q = 0 coincide at NLO, as they do in the HTL
approximation.
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Figure B.2: Next-to-leading order corrections to the HTL dispersion relations for the full trans-
verse (blue, dashed), expanded transverse (green, solid), full longitudinal (orange, dashed) and
expanded longitudinal (red, dot-dashed) modes, for two different values of α.
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